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Abstract. Symmetry breaking for constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs)
has attracted considerable attention in recent years. Various general
schemes have been proposed to eliminate symmetries. In general, these
schemes may take exponential space or time to eliminate all the symme-
tries. We identify several classes of CSPs that encompass many practical
problems and for which symmetry breaking for various forms of value
and variable interchangeability is tractable using dedicated search pro-
cedures or symmetry-breaking constraints that allow nogoods and their
symmetrically equivalent solutions to be stored and checked efficiently.

1 Introduction

Many constraint satisfaction problems (CSPs) naturally exhibit symmetries.
Symmetry breaking may drastically improve performance (e.g., [2, 13, 15, 23]).
An important contribution in this area has been the development of various
general schemes for symmetry breaking during search in CSPs (e.g., SBDS [1,
12] and SBDD [7, 10, 15]). Unfortunately, in general, these schemes may require
exponential resources to break all the symmetries. Indeed, some schemes may re-
quire exponential space to store all the nogoods generated through symmetries,
while others may take exponential time to discover whether a partial assign-
ment is symmetric to one of the existing nogoods. As a consequence, practi-
cal applications often place limits on how many nogoods can be stored and/or
which symmetries to break. Other than eliminating symmetries by re-modelling
the problem (e.g., [22]), another important approach is to break symmetries
by adding constraints before search starts (e.g., [5, 14]). Unfortunately, in gen-
eral, a super-exponential number of constraints may be needed to break all the
symmetries. For instance, the lex-leader scheme of [5] adds one constraint per
symmetry, but the number of symmetries is often super-exponential (an m� n? Currently on leave of absence at Sabancı University in İstanbul, Turkey.?? The authors’ names are ordered according to the Swedish alphabet.



matrix with fully interchangeable rows and columns has m! � n! variable sym-
metries). As a consequence, practical applications often add only some of these
symmetry-breaking constraints (e.g., [8, 21]).

We approach symmetry breaking from a different, orthogonal standpoint.
Our goal is to identify classes of CSPs that are practically relevant and for which

symmetry breaking is tractable, that is polynomial in time and space, using ded-

icated search procedures or new symmetry-breaking constraints. We identified
several such classes whose CSPs feature various forms of value and variable in-
terchangeability and encompass many practical problems [24, 20]. For some of
them, symmetry breaking can even be performed during search with a constant

overhead [24] with respect to both time and space at every node explored. In
[20], we introduced the name structural symmetry breaking for this approach,
which allows not only the efficient representation of symmetric nogoods but also
the derivation of new, efficient static symmetry-breaking constraints, as shown
in [9]. We believe that these notions are helpful to derive many other classes of
tractable symmetries. In this short paper, we summarise some of our on-going
work started in [24, 25, 20, 9].

2 Results

We first fix some definitions and notation. A constraint satisfaction problem

(CSP) is a triplet hV;D;Ci, where V denotes the set of variables, D denotes
the set of possible values for these variables and is called their domain, andC : (V ! D) ! Bool is a constraint that specifies which assignments of domain
values to the variables are solutions. An assignment for a CSP P = hV;D;Ci is
a function � : V ! D. A partial assignment for a CSP P = hV;D;Ci is a partial
function � : V ! D whose scope is denoted by scope(�). If the domain D is the
power-set of some other set, we say that the CSP is a set-CSP. A solution to a
CSP P = hV;D;Ci is an assignment � for P such that C(�) = true.

2.1 Value Interchangeability

We say that a CSP P = hV;D;Ci is fully value interchangeable if whenever � is
a solution and � : D ! D is a bijection, then � Æ � is also a solution.

Symmetry definitions are analysed in some detail in [4]. There, a symmetry
acts on variable/value pairs within partial assignments. An important distinction
is made between symmetries of the CSP and symmetries on the solution set. In
this paper, we do not require the full machinery of [4], as we are only interested
in breaking certain symmetries of CSPs. In each case, we define the action of a
symmetry in terms of its action on solutions. How such symmetry is discovered
is left as an open issue, although some preliminary work has been done in [3, 6,
11, 16, 18, 25] for instance.

There are two results in our [24] that are interesting in light of further de-
velopments:



– A compact representation of nogoods, the so-called abstract nogoods, allows
the efficient checking of nogoods using dominance detection.

– A specialisation of search that results in a search procedure that breaks value
symmetry in polynomial time (and even in constant time in the considered
case of full value interchangeability), without the use of dominance detection.
This work is further developed in [19], which gives a procedure that breaks
any value symmetry in polynomial time.

More complicated classes of CSPs with value symmetry were also studied in our
[24], namely the so-called piecewise value interchangeable CSPs (defined below)
and wreath value interchangeable CSPs, and again polynomial-time checkable
nogoods and search procedures were developed.

2.2 Value and Variable Interchangeability

The key insight in our [24] was as follows: If a compact representation is given
of nogoods and their symmetrically equivalent nogoods, then polynomial-time
dominance detection can be obtained.

In our [20], a new class of CSPs with symmetries, involving both variable
and value symmetries, was investigated. Given a partition of a set E =

Pk Ek
(where

P
denotes the disjoint union), we say that a permutation � of E is a

piecewise permutation with respect to the partition
Pk Ek if for all k and for

all e 2 Ek, we have �(e) 2 Ek. We then say that a CSP hPk Vk;P`D`; Ci is
piecewise variable and value interchangeable if whenever � is a solution, � is a
piecewise variable permutation, and � is a piecewise value permutation, then� Æ � Æ � is also a solution.

In our [20], an efficient polynomial-time dominance detection algorithm for
piecewise variable and value interchangeable CSPs is given in terms of match-
ings. This is further developed in our [9] in terms of static symmetry-breaking
constraints that allow symmetry breaking with a polynomial number of con-
straints for piecewise variable and value interchangeable CSPs. Indeed, symme-
tries within a variable partition V =

Pk Vk can be broken by simply ordering
the variables vp � � � � � vq
within each variable component Vk = fvp; : : : ; vqg, while value symmetry can be
broken by exploiting so-called value signatures. Denote byfkh = jfv 2 Vk j v 2 scope(�) ^ �(v) = dhgj
the frequency under which value dh appears in variable component Vk. Then the
signature of a value dh is the tuple (f1h; : : : ; fah ) of the frequencies under whichdh appears in each of the a variable components. Note that these frequencies
can be efficiently calculated by a constraint solver using the global cardinality
constraint. Then, for each value partition Di = fdp; : : : ; dqg, the following chain
of lexicographic ordering constraints

(f1p ; : : : ; fap ) �lex � � � �lex (f1q ; : : : ; faq )



is used. These sets of constraints together break the piecewise value and variable
symmetry.

3 Conclusions and Further Work

In this short summary, we have traced some of our research themes begun in [24,
25, 20, 9]. The key idea is that when suitable abstractions of classes of symmet-
rical nogoods are found, symmetry can be broken in polynomial time and often
more efficiently than by general methods such as those in [17, 19]. The interest-
ing question of investigating the limits of tractability in symmetry breaking was
begun to be addressed in our [20], where certain classes of symmetric set-CSPs
are shown to have NP-complete dominance detection problems.

Further research in this area includes finding more general abstractions to
break symmetries for more complex classes of groups and a further understanding
of the bounds of tractability in symmetry breaking.
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